Abstract: This paper proposes a new measure of price discovery that uses the spectral decomposition. The methodology is especially important in the context of large price systems, such as interest rate parities with spot and futures contracts or dual-class shares in multiple markets. We employ high frequency data to study price discovery in dual-class Brazilian stocks and their ADRs. We find that the foreign market is at least as informative as the home market and that shocks in the dual-class premium entail a permanent effect in normal times, but transitory in periods of financial distress.
Introduction
Financial markets have the important function of discovering the price of a given asset. The increasing availability of high-frequency data allows us to study how efficiently and timely each market reacts to news in a much more precise manner. There is a large number of companies being listed in more than one exchange mainly because cross-listing allows raising equity capital, at a lower cost and increasing liquidity. Besides, it may also improve minority shareholder protection (Stulz, 1999) , increase firm value (Doidge, Karolyi, and Stulz, 2004) , and lower private benefits of control (Doidge, 2004) . There are 498 foreign companies from 46 different countries listed on NYSE as of June 30, 2016. As a result, geographical price discovery is of major interest for domestic stock exchanges and companies (see, for instance, Eun and Sabherwal, 2003) . This paper extends the standard price discovery methodology to deal with high-dimension portfolios. Applications include interest rate parities using both spot and future contracts in interest rate and exchange rate markets as well as dual-class assets traded on multiple markets. We focus on the latter. The idea is to exploit every piece of information about the fundamental value of a firm by looking at the prices of both common and preferred shares across different trading platforms.
As a by-product, by looking at the difference between prices of common and preferred shares, we may also shed some light on the behavior of the dual-class premium.
The main technical difficulty is to contrive a unique price discovery measure that does not assume a priori which share class and/or market lead the impounding of new information. For the standard information share (IS) measure of price discovery (Hasbrouck (1995) ), which gauges the fraction of the variance of the fundamental price innovation due to the variance of a given asset/market price innovation, one normally imposes a triangular structure from the most informative to the least informative market price in order to handle contemporaneous correlations. Information shares will thus depend on the specific ordering in the price system.
One solution is to consider the average IS across different orderings of market prices. This is a simple and effective solution if there are only a few market prices. However, as the number of assets/markets increase, one would have to average over thousands of information shares as there is a factorial number of possible ordering. 1 Additionally, the ordering becomes more crucial to determine importance as the number of markets/assets increase. In the context of a highdimensional portfolio, the average of different values may turn the interpretation unclear.
This problematic feature of imposing a triangular structure for measuring price discovery has been already targeted in the literature. Lien and Shrestha (2009) present an appealing method that yields unique IS measures. 2 Their framework imposes a factor structure on the correlation matrix of the price innovations. This paper proposes a different unique measure that focuses on the covariance matrix of the price innovations, rather than on the correlation matrix. Imposing a factor structure on the covariance matrix can lead to efficiency gains in finite samples because it is unnecessary to standardize the price innovations by their volatility if they are already on similar scales. Additionally, the magnitudes of the price innovations convey information about the price discovery process given that the information share depends on the covariance matrix rather than on the correlation matrix.
Monte Carlo simulations show that our spectral-based IS measure indeed outperforms Lien and Shrestha (2009) in the settings we examine. The advantage of employing our measure is that it is unique and order invariant as opposed to the Choleski decomposition. As a result, our measure of information share is completely agnostic about which market price reacts first to new information. This is especially important for the case of dual-class shares because there is no reason to believe that one asset is relatively more informative than the others. Furthermore, as highlighted by Lien and Shrestha (2009) , taking averages of the different IS measures obtained with the Cholesky decomposition cannot be the result of any factor structure.
As for our empirical contribution, this paper investigates price discovery in dual-class shares trading both at the Sao Paulo Stock Exchange (BM&FBovespa) and at the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) through the American Depositary Receipt (ADR) program. Our setting considers a much richer data set than previous studies. In particular, it takes advantage of the fact that both common and preferred share prices depend on the latent efficient/fundamental stock price.
The focus on Brazilian stocks and their ADRs is convenient for a number of reasons. First, the BM&FBovespa is the leading exchange in Latin America and among the 20 largest stock exchanges in the world. Second, the trading hours at the BM&FBovespa track to a large extent the trading hours at the NYSE, amounting to an overlap of 6.5 hours in the majority of the year. This comes as a huge advantage relative to most studies in price discovery which end up with only 2 to 3 hours of intersection when using European stocks and their ADR counterparts. Third, preferred shares are historically very liquid in the BM&FBovespa because Brazilian firms could issue two preferred shares for each common share before 2001 (now it is a one-to-one ratio). The number of common shares over the number of preferred shares is indeed about 0.75 for Petrobras and 0.65 for Vale.
Fourth, quality transactions data from the BM&FBovespa are available from December 2007 to November 2009, allowing us to examine how price discovery works over different market cycles.
Due to liquidity issues, we focus on the two most actively traded stocks in Brazil, namely, Petrobras and Vale, whose common and preferred shares also trade as ADRs at the NYSE. Note that for Petrobras there is also the availability to employ ADR trades from Arca (previously known as Archipelago Exchange or ArcaEx), NYSE's Chicago-based electronic platform. The latter is the second largest electronic communication network in the world, accounting for roughly 10%and 20% of the traded volume of NYSE-and Nasdaq-listed securities, respectively. This amounts to a system of 7 variables: common and preferred share prices in the BM&FBovespa, Arca and NYSE, plus the exchange rate. The latter is included in order to gauge how stock prices adjust to exchange-rate shocks. To validate our results, we also examine some additional cross-listed Brazilian stocks from different sectors.
Our price discovery analysis yields some interesting findings. First, the U.S. market is at least as informative as the home market for both Petrobras and Vale. This is not so surprising given that these Brazilian giant firms are commodity exporters and hence more sensitive to international (rather than local) market conditions. Second, Petrobras' common shares are more informative than the preferred ones in the U.S. and vice-versa in Brazil. This reflects well the liquidity and trading intensity pattern found on both common and preferred stocks in the two markets. In contrast, common and preferred shares have a similar role in Vale's price discovery process. This illustrates the fact that Vale's common shares may actually entail control power, as opposed to the case of the state-owned Petrobras. Third, shocks in the dual-class premium entail a permanent impact in normal times, whereas their effects are transitory during the financial crisis. We argue that the latter is consistent with a dual-class premium as a function of private benefits that shareholders may obtain for holding voting rights (see Zingales 1994 Zingales , 1995 . As there are fewer opportunities to extract private benefits, investors cease to price the dual-class premium as an asset in periods of financial distress.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 develops the spectral-based information share measure which is more suitable to study price discovery in large price systems and present the Monte Carlo study. Section 3 discusses the institutional background of the BM&FBovespa and the handling of the high-frequency data. Section 4 documents the empirical price discovery analyses for Petrobras and Vale and some external validation tests using other dual-listed Brazilian stocks.
Section 5 offers some concluding remarks.
2 Information share in a large price system
Computing information shares
To contemplate common and preferred shares in both domestic and foreign markets, this paper extends the three-variable model proposed by Grammig, Melvin, and Schlag (2005) . The setup is such that every stock price in the system shares a common component given by the fundamental value of the firm (i.e. the present value of the firm's expected cash flow). This means that these prices are cointegrated. They should not diverge too much from each other as they both track the implicit efficient price. However, the latter is not the only common factor driving the system dynamics. To make stock prices in the foreign market comparable to stock prices in the domestic market, one must include the exchange rate in the system. This results in another common factor, which relates to the efficient exchange rate.
In our setup, the dual-class premium stands for another potential common factor. In that case, the gap between common and preferred share prices gauges the dual-class premium up to transient effects (e.g. liquidity issues). In principle, it stands for the price of voting rights (see Zingales 1994 (see Zingales , 1995 . It thus relates to the fundamental value of the firm through two channels. First, it depends on whether the controlling shareholder is able to extract private benefits from the firm.
Such opportunities are more likely in boom periods given the higher ability to generate cash flows. 3 Second, it also reflects the expected takeover premium paid to shareholders outside the control block. This implies a premium that increases with voting power, but decreases with ownership, size and trading liquidity (Smith and Amoako-Adu (1995) ).
Regardless of the number of common factors governing the price dynamics, it remains a fact that common and preferred share prices must not drift apart, otherwise arbitrage opportunities would persist. There are several ways to represent such a cointegrated system. For instance, the vector error correction model (VECM) posits that
where ξ 0 = αβ , α is the error correction term with dimension (K × r), β is the (K × r) cointegrating vector, y t is a (K × 1) vector of prices for both share classes and markets (including the exchange rate), and K and r account for the number of variables and cointegrating vectors in (1), respectively. We further assume that t is a zero-mean white noise with a covariance matrix given
by Ω and that ζ is such that cumulative price changes feature no deterministic time trends.
The error-correction representation easily leads to the vector moving average (VMA) representation:
Considering Hasbrouck (1995) setup, applying Beveridge Nelson decomposition into (2) yields a permanent component which is the relevant term to compute the information share.
where ψ = common row vector of Ψ (1) = I + ψ 1 + ψ 2 + ... and ι is a vector of ones. The term
s is common to all prices and it is seen as the efficient price. This results in ψ t as the vector of common factor innovations. The covariance matrix of the innovation vector then is ψΩψ .
Hasbrouck (1995) defines the information shares as the relative contributions of each share class/market to the total variance of the innovation in the permanent common factor. Considering a model which has more than one common factor and hence Ψ (1) does not have a common row, the information share of each market is given by equation (4), ending up with a square matrix on IS estimates, instead of a row:
where i and j stand for row and column, respectively. 4
If Ω is diagonal, Ω 1/2 does not need any sort of decomposition. However, Ω is no longer diagonal in the presence of contemporaneous correlation between markets. To circumvent this, Hasbrouck (1995) applies a Cholesky decomposition to Ω. This amounts to assuming a lowertriangular structure in the system, which implies the markets ordered first and last as the most and least endogenous, respectively. As a result, the IS measure is not unique, varying with the ordering of the prices. If the researcher has some prior information regarding importance of prices in the system, this method can be very suitable. If this is not the case, averages across all possible permutations should be taken.
This solution has two drawbacks. First, the average IS measures do not sum up to one and they do not satisfy a factor structure as pointed out by Lien and Shrestha (2009) . Second, averaging across permutations can also be inconvenient in the context of high-dimensional price systems. The number of permutations increases at a factorial rate with the system dimension. For instance, a liquid asset whose futures contracts trade with 4 different maturities would entail a system with five prices, implying over 1,000 different orderings. This is likely to entail a large gap between the minimum and maximum information shares, impairing any sort of meaningful price discovery analysis. Huang (2002) , Hupperets and Menkveld (2002) , Kim (2010a,b) , and Grammig and Peter (2012) indeed report sizeable differences even for systems of only two/three market prices.
The literature has already targeted the issue of non unique information shares derived from the Cholesky decomposition. Lien and Shrestha (2009) come with a great contribution to this literature. They suggest an alternative IS measure which rests on the spectral decomposition of the correlation matrix, delivering the so desired unique information shares.
This paper proposes an alternative order-invariant IS measure, where a spectral decomposition
of Ω is employed. The resulting IS measure is the ratio of [ψ S] 2 ij to [ψΩψ ] ii , where S = Ω 1/2 = V Λ 1/2 V , with Λ and V respectively denoting the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues along the 4 The setup analysed in the empirical part of this paper consists on up to three common factors, namely the efficient price, the efficient exchange rate and the dual class premium.
principal diagonal and the matrix with the corresponding eigenvalues in the columns. 5 In contrast with the Cholesky factorization, the spectral decomposition does not impose a lower-triangular structure in the system, hence not implying an order of importance.
In response to its absence of economic content, the spectral decomposition is agnostic about lead-lag patterns, imposing no assumption about which share class or market is more informative.
Because the only restriction imposed by the spectral decomposition is that S is symmetric, there is no need to take average out of different permutations, as S is unique no matter the order of variables. This makes our framework particularly suitable to identify which markets are dominant in setting the price (Garbade and Silber (1983) ).
Comparing our methodology with the one of Lien and Shrestha (2009), the symmetric structure of the system makes economic interpretation as easy as in the triangular structure associated with the Cholesky decomposition. The structure imposed by decomposing the correlation matrix as Lien and Shrestha (2009) implement is not as clear. Monte Carlo simulations in the next section indeed show that it pays off to take a more direct approach and use the covariance matrix. This is not surprising given that information shares depend on the covariance matrix and hence, by focusing on the correlation matrix, Lien and Shrestha (2009) IS estimate ignores to some extent the information in the volatility of the price innovations.
Alternatively to the IS metric of Hasbrouck (1995) , the price discovery literature has adopted an alternative metric based on the Gonzalo and Granger's (1995) Permanent-Transitory (PT) decomposition (see Lehmann, 2002) . The so-called component share uses the orthogonal projections of the adjustments coefficients in the VECM model, α ⊥ , as a measure of price discovery, where the market that presents the highest element of α ⊥ is the most important in the price discovery process (see, among others, Harris, McInish, Shoesmith, and Wood, 1995; deB. Harris, McInish, and Wood, 2002) . More recently, Figuerola-Ferretti and Gonzalo (2010) of market participants. Their theoretical result is consistent with previous empirical work, which suggests that price discovery is determined by trading volume and liquidity (see, among others, Eun and Sabherwal, 2003; Frijns, Gilbert, and Tourani-Rad, 2015) .
On the relation between the IS and the component share, Jong (2002) and Baillie, Booth, Tse, and Zabotina (2002) highlight the fact that both measures are closely related, but coincide only if the VECM residuals are uncorrelated across markets. However, innovations across markets are likely to correlate even at the ultra high frequency, implying that these price discovery measures should provide different results. In particular, Baillie, Booth, Tse, and Zabotina (2002) provide some analytical examples to study these differences in the event of substantial correlation. The use of the factorized covariance matrix of a cointegrated system requires the employment of upper and lower bounds on the IS measure, in contrast with the component share. Baillie, Booth, Tse, and Zabotina (2002) also briefly review a number of studies in the literature that find correlations as high as they find across markets in their empirical application at the 1-minute frequency.
Comparison between spectral-based measures
This section examines the benefits of implementing the spectral decomposition in the covariance matrix of the price innovations rather than in the correlation matrix as proposed by Lien and Shrestha (2009) (called by the authors as MIS measure). A simple simulation exercise based on the following model is performed:
where all prices are in logs and (u e t , u h p,t , u h c,t , u f p,t , u f c,t ) is a vector of Gaussian white noises. The exchange rate e t is entirely exogenous, the ADR price p f t follows the share price p h t at the home market. We also consider that there are both common and preferred shares (indexed by subscripts c and p, respectively) at the home and foreign markets. Note that the model assumes a constant dual-class premium of d for the sake of simplicity.
We simulate 1,000 replications with a sample size of 10,000 observations. Note that the first 500 observations are discarded in order to alleviate any dependence on the initial values. We contemplate five scenarios for the covariance matrix of the errors. In particular, Scenarios 1 and 2 have higher correlation across markets, whereas Scenarios 3 and 4 consider lower correlation.
Scenario 5 employs the sample correlation matrix of the VECM residuals in Section 4. To generate the data, we employ a factorization of the covariance matrix Ω.
It is important to stress that it is not very clear what sort of restrictions that Lien and Shrestha's (2009) MIS measure imply. In this matter, the Cholesky and spectral decompositions of the covariance matrix are more transparent in that we know exactly the restrictions they impose. More specifically, the Cholesky decomposition delivers a lower triangular matrix, whereas the spectral decomposition of the covariance matrix imposes a symmetric matrix.
To avoid biasing the results in our favor, we generate data using asymmetric decomposed matrices in Scenarios 1 to 4. As it is not clear what sort of restrictions MIS methodology imposes, we cannot know whether the factorizations we use for the covariance matrix favor or harm the MIS estimator. This is one of the main reasons why we also entertain a decomposed matrix consistent with the sample estimate of Ω. In this case, as we do not known the true information shares, we report as the theoretical information shares the values we get based on the spectral decomposition of the original sample covariance matrix. Tables 1 to 3 report the mean and standard errors of the IS estimates for the five scenarios, whereas Table 4 exhibits the relative root mean squared error of each IS across the different scenarios. We find strong evidence that our spectral-based IS measure outperforms Lien and Shrestha's (2009) MIS measure in most situations (that is, parameter-scenario combination). Interestingly, our spectral-based IS measure performs much better whenever they do better, whereas their MIS measure perform only slightly better whenever they do outperform ours. As every parameter should carry the same importance, Petrobras is a publicly-traded integrated oil and gas multinational, whose main stockholder is the Brazilian government with over 55% of the common shares. At the time, it was the fifth largest energy company in the world, with presence in 28 countries. It focuses on exploration and production of oil and gas in offshore fields, though it also operates in many other segments of the energy sector, e.g. include petrochemicals and biofuel. As for Vale, it is a former state mining giant, which has been private since 1997. It was at the time the second biggest metals-and-mining company in the world with the largest production of iron ore and pellets.
Petrobras and Vale issue both common and preferred shares at the BM&FBovespa. In addition, they are also present at the NYSE through the ADR program at the highest level a foreign company may sponsor (i.e. level 3, allowing for listing and public offering). Petrobras and Vale are the most active ADRs in the NYSE, both by trading value and volume. The ADRs respond for about 30% of the Petrobras outstanding shares (26% for common shares and 34% for preferred ones), whereas these figures for Vale are about 25% for common shares and 40% for preferred shares. Our data set For Petrobras, we are also able to distinguish trades on the NYSE from transaction at the NYSE Arca, leading to a system of 7 market prices.
The trading hours at the BM&FBovespa follow to a large extent the trading hours at the NYSE.
This results in 6.5 hours of overlapping from mid-February to mid-November and in 5.5 hours of overlap from mid-November to mid-February. This comes as a great advantage of the use of this data set compared to European stocks and their ADR counterparts, namely due to time difference, the intersection is of only 2 to 3 trading hours.
Given that the goal is to check how timely markets react to news incorporating them into prices, it is paramount to work with high frequency data. Sampling data at a lower frequency could well blur some lead-lag patterns between different assets and/or trading platforms. On the other hand, employing tick data raises a number of data handling issues. To control for reporting errors and delays as well as, to some extent, for microstructure effects (e.g. bid-ask bounce), we first purge the data from observations that seem implausible not only given the usual market conditions, but also given the market activity at the time. In particular, the filter proposed by Brownlees and Gallo (2006) is used. 6 Table 5 reports the initial number of observations and the number of outliers discarded for each price series as well as the resulting sample sizes after the filtering.
The next step is to deal with the nonsynchronicity of tick data. The data is aggregated into regular intervals of time, so as to employ the VMA machinery that permeates Hasbrouck's (1995) information share framework. As for the sampling frequency, the literature documents a trade-off between market microstructure noise and contemporaneous correlation between markets. As data frequency increases, microstructure effects become more apparent, whereas the contemporaneous correlation presumably declines. As the spectral-based IS measure is robust to contemporaneous correlation, more weight to alleviating market microstructure effects is given. In particular, prices are sampled at intervals of 30 and 60 seconds by considering the most recent trades on each market.
A first requirement to implement the price discovery framework discussed in Section 2.1 is that log-prices are unit root processes. Table 6 reports the p-values from the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. Under the null hypothesis, the ADF test states that log-prices have a unit root. As expected, we do not reject the null at 5% significance level for all assets in all sample frequencies and periods. 7 Prior to the estimation of the VECM model, it is necessary to define the number of cointegrating vectors and the lag length of the VECM models. The lag length is determined by minimizing the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) criterion, while the number of cointegrating vectors is chosen by means of Johansen's (1996) trace and maximum eigenvalue tests. Table 7 displays the p-values computed with the computer program of MacKinnon, Haug, and Michelis (1999) for both the trace and maximum eigenvalue tests for all firms and different sample periods.
We overall find that prices are cointegrated, with the number of cointegrating vectors changing over the different sample periods. Section 4 discusses in details the economic interpretation of these results.
4 Which share class leads, and in which market?
We expect the dynamics of share and ADR prices to feature no more than three common factors.
The first corresponds to the efficient exchange rate in view that the system must include the BRL/USD exchange rate to make ADR prices in U.S. dollars comparable to share prices at the In what follows, we first describe the results for Petrobras and then discuss the findings for
Vale. Note that the main difference between the two analyses is that we only observe prices at the NYSE for Vale. The price system for Vale thus consists of the prices of common and preferred shares at the BM&FBovespa as well as their ADRs at the NYSE (i.e. 5 variables, including the exchange rate), whereas the Petrobras system also includes the ADR counterparts at the Arca trading platform. Note that we actually expect Arca to impound information more timely for Petrobras share prices show some recovery in the last two subsamples, reflecting to some extent the steady rise in oil prices as from January 2009.
Petrobras
For each subperiod, we carry out a price discovery analysis relying on the spectral-based IS measure of Section 2. We compute bootstrap-based standard errors for the IS measures based on 1,000 artificial samples from the VECM residuals as in Li and Maddala (1997) . Tables 9 and 10 report the results. In particular, we report the (K × K)-matrices of IS estimates, where K is the number of variables (7 for Petrobras and 5 for Vale). The cointegrating vectors are presented as a (K × r) matrix, where r is the number of cointegrating vectors (4 to 5 for Petrobras and 2 to 3 for Vale). Because there are multiple common factors, Ψ(1) does not have a common row; see (4) in Section 2.1. Accordingly, we make use of the entire matrix Ψ(1) as in Grammig, Melvin, and Schlag (2005) to extract the (K × K) matrix of information shares. Element (i, j) of the IS matrix corresponds to the relative contribution of market j to the total variance of the innovation in market i, where i = 1, 2, ..., K and j = 1, 2, ..., K. As a result, every row must always sum up to one.
The top panel of Table 9 reports the results for the first half of 2008. There are 4 cointegrating vectors and hence 3 common factors. The first cointegrating vector takes essentially the difference between NYSE and Arca prices of Petrobras common shares since both of these ADRs have voting rights, their price difference essentially eliminates the common factor given by the fundamental value of Petrobras. 8 Voting rights aside, the same reasoning applies to the second cointegrating vector, which considers the difference between the prices of the preferred ADRs at the NYSE and Arca trading platforms. The third cointegrating vector corresponds to the difference between the BM&FBovespa and NYSE dual-class premia. This means that the dual-premium class indeed is a common factor driving the price dynamics, otherwise one would not have to take the difference between the observed dual-class premia in Brazil and in the U.S. to get stationarity. This may come as a surprise, especially at such a high frequency. However, it is consistent with the Brazilian government expropriating preferred shareholders as a class during this period. Finally, the fourth cointegrating vector dictates that prices in Brazil and in the U.S. must not drift apart once they are considered in the same currency. This indicates that the remaining common factor is attributable 8
We say 'essentially' because there are some small nonzero coefficients in the cointegrating vector. These coefficient estimates are not only economically insignificant, but also jointly insignificant at the usual 95% confidence level. Indeed, we obtain a p-value of 0.0971 for a log-likelihood ratio test for the null that the cointegrating vector is (0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 -1.00 0.00) .
to the efficient exchange rate.
The IS estimates show the importance of each market on price discovery. For instance, consider the preferred shares at BM&FBovespa (PETR4). The Brazilian market for preferred shares itself contributes 38% for total variance of innovations, whereas NYSE contributes 22% (12%+10%) and Arca, 36% (25%+11%). The higher the contribution of a market to the total variance of innovations, the higher its importance for price discovery. Accordingly, every row sums one. The IS estimates show that the preferred share is much more informative than the common share in Brazil, whereas the opposite is true in the U.S. This may sound puzzling, but it actually reflects well the difference in liquidity. Table 8 presents the number of trades per trading venue as well as its participation on the total trades of the asset for each period. 9 For the common share of Petrobras, Brazil accounts for only 9% of the trades in the first half of 2008, whereas NYSE and Arca have 45% and 47%, respectively. Eun and Sabherwal (2003) and Frijns, Gilbert, and TouraniRad (2015) indeed show that liquidity is one of the main drivers of the price discovery mechanism.
It is also in line with Figuerola-Ferretti and Gonzalo (2010) , who formally show how to formulate price discovery measures as a function of the number of market participants in each market. Table   9 also confirms our prediction that Arca's smart order route contributes more to the impounding of information into security prices than the NYSE.
We find that the exchange rate is not completely exogenous. This is actually similar to what Grammig, Melvin, and Schlag (2005) obtain if not ordering the exchange rate first in their Cholesky decomposition. The high correlation with the changes in the BRL/USD exchange rate (e.g. circa -0.40) is also not very surprising given that the share prices of Petrobras proxy well for the prospects of the Brazilian economy and hence for the strength of the local currency (see Krugman (1991) and Ma and Kanas (2000)). 10 Perhaps more interestingly, shocks in the efficient exchange rate are mostly absorbed by the share prices in the U.S. rather than in the local market.
The bottom panel of Table 9 reports the estimates of the spectral IS measures as well as of the cointegrating vectors for the second half of 2008. This is when the financial crisis finally hits Brazil:
the Ibovespa drops about one third of its value and the Brazilian real devaluates over 50% against the U.S. dollar in this period. The financial distress seems to strongly affect the price discovery process. To begin with, there are now 5 cointegrating vectors and hence only two common factors.
In particular, the dual-class premium becomes stationary, characterizing the fifth cointegrating vector. 11 The fact that investors do not price the voting premium anymore remains consistent with our private benefit story. It is much easier to expropriate the shareholders with no control power in periods of boom. As crises shut down most opportunities for extracting private benefits, the difference between common and preferred shares starts to reflect much more transient liquidity issues than anything else. Furthermore, periods of financial distress are usually associated with higher correlation among stock returns. In other words, the idiosyncratic component of returns tends to be smaller in such periods. Scherrer and Fernandes (2016) find that the dual class premium relates mostly to idiosyncratic factors rather than market common factors. Additionally, the contribution of Petrobras' shares at the BM&FBovespa to the price discovery mechanism reduces in this period.
This drop is particularly strong for the preferred shares. At the same time, the Arca platform gains in importance. This is in accordance with the trading activity in Table 8 . Although trading intensity has increased in all trading venues, Arca's participation peaks up in this period. Table 10 documents a similar pattern for the first half of 2009 in that the dual-class premium remains stationary and the BM&FBovespa keeps losing importance in the price discovery process.
In turn, the second half of 2009 resembles more the pre-crisis period, with the efficient exchange rate, the fundamental value of the company and the dual-class premium driving the stochastic trends in the system. The only difference is that the BM&FBovespa does not recover its relative importance (especially for preferred shares), whereas Arca has kept its gain in importance, reflecting the increased relative liquidity. NYSE starts playing a more significant role, even if relative trading intensity does not increase in the same proportion. We conjecture that this reflects the increase in institutional trading as from September 2009, when Brazil obtained the investment grade rating from Moody's, allowing foreign pension funds to invest in Brazilian ADRs.
We perform a number of robustness checks. First, we estimate the IS measures at the 60-second interval. The results are very similar with no qualitative change. Second, we carry out the price discovery analysis using the complete sample period (i.e. January 2008 to November 2009) as well as by years (i.e. January to December 2008 and January to November 2009). 12 We find similar information shares, confirming that the foreign market contributes more to the price discovery mechanism than the home market. Third, we also look at the price discovery mechanism during the recent plunge in oil prices. Table 11 documents the IS estimates for the period running from June 2014 to February 2016. The first and second cointegrating vectors have the two common and preferred shares in the US, respectively, the third has the voting rights with opposite sign canceling each other out, and finally, the last cointegrating vector has the common shares in Brazil and US adjusted by the exchange rate. We find that, although the Brazilian market is more informative than before, the US market still dominates (mainly due to the higher importance of Arca). The increase in market importance for the home market is not surprising given that this periods coincides with Petrobras' corruption scandal, and hence Petrobras' news became more locally driven. Finally, we estimate the IS measures from a system that additionally contains the SPDR S&P Oil & Gas Exploration & Production ETF (XOP). The idea is to control for the effect of oil prices to our price discovery analysis. Again, the results are very similar with no qualitative change. 13
Vale
In the absence of heavy trading at the Arca platform for Vale, we focus on a 5-dimensional system consisting of common and preferred shares at the BM&FBovespa (VALE3 and VALE5, respectively) and their corresponding ADRs at the NYSE (RIO.N and RIOp.N, respectively), plus the exchange rate. We expect Vale to feature a price discovery process similar to Petrobras. The extension code 5 in Vale's preferred shares implies they are 'class A', meaning that preferred shareholders have the right to vote in general assembly deliberations, just as common shareholders. The only difference is that preferred shareholders do not have a say in the composition of the board of directors. We thus expect Vale's preferred shares to contribute relatively more to the price discovery than Petrobras' preferred ones. . In this turbulent period, the preferred shares lose most of their importance (especially in the NYSE) and hence the price discovery takes place mainly through common shares. Shocks in the dual-premium class become permanent again only as from July 2009. As before, the NYSE is more informative than the BM&FBovespa regardless of the share class. The contribution of the NYSE to the price discovery actually increases over time. We also reject the exogeneity of the exchange rate, reflecting the fact that Vale's share prices also act as a good proxy for the local economy. As before, it is the ADR prices that absorb most of the shocks in the efficient exchange rate.
The main difference relative to Petrobras is that preferred shares play a much more significant Table 8 shows that there is more liquidity for common shares at the NYSE than at the BM&FBovespa. This is in line with the information shares results. In turn, relative trading intensity is reasonably stable for preferred shares in the two halves of 2008 (56% and 57% at the BM&FBovespa versus 44% and 43% at the NYSE, respectively), whereas market informativeness decreases considerably in both markets in the second half of 2008. Brazil's participation for preferred shares increases in the second half of 2009, just as the information shares, though the latter never quite recover the levels from the beginning of 2008.
All in all, we conclude that (1) common shares have higher contributions to the impounding of information into securities prices during turbulent periods, (2) the exchange rate is not entirely exogenous to changes in share prices, (3) the dual-class premium is a common factor only in normal times, and (4) the foreign market impounds more information than the home market. The latter seems a new result given that the literature has found the home market more important to the price discovery process. For instance, Grammig, Melvin, and Schlag (2005) concludes that the German market contributes more than the NYSE for three cross-listed German firms; Hupperets and Menkveld (2002) finds that the Dutch market is more important for most cross-listed shares they analyse; and Pascual, Pascual-Fuster, and Climent (2006) find that the NYSE has little importance for five Spanish firms. All firms in these studies present considerably lower trading intensity in the U.S. when compared to the home markets. However, it seems that controlling for relative liquidity suffices to explain these differences. For instance, the firms for which the home market does not lead the price discovery process in Hupperets and Menkveld (2002) are exactly those with the smallest difference on the average number of trades per day between the Dutch and American markets. In the next section, we also show that the home market does not lose much importance during the financial crisis for a stock mainly traded at the BM&FBovespa.
Finally, apart from redoing the analysis at the 60-second frequency, we also compute information shares for each year and for the whole sample period. 14 Table 13 presents the results for the whole sample. We observe no qualitative change in the results, in that foreign market impounds more information than the home market, the exchange rate is not entirely exogenous to changes in share prices and common shares seem to be more important to the information process.
External validity
The main goal of this subsection is to check whether the information flow across markets also changes over time for other stocks. We carry out the information share analysis for some additional dual-listed Brazilian stocks, namely, Bradesco (banking), Gerdau (steel), BrTelecom (telecommunication), and Ambev (beverage). These stocks do not have enough liquidity for both classes of shares in both markets, thereof yielding price systems with a lower dimension. Tables 14 to 17 report our findings. First, it is interesting to observe that the exchange rate looks much more exogenous for Ambev and BrTelecom. These are the stocks with the lowest weight in the Ibovespa index in our sample. Petrobras and Vale respond for about 20% of the stock market index during the sample period, whereas Ambev and BrTelecom answer for only 2.4% and 0.7%, respectively. This is consistent with our conjecture that the lack of exogeneity of the exchange rate in Petrobras' and Vale's price systems relates to their influence in the country's economy and their
14
Additional results are available upon request.
significance on the stock market. Second, we find that Arca gains importance for every stock after the recent financial crisis. The only exception is the information share of BrTelecom, which seems pretty stable over time, probably because of liquidity reasons. BrTelecom does not trade as often on Arca as it trades on other exchanges (see Table 8 ). It is especially liquid at BM&FBovespa, yielding a relative higher importance of this exchange to the price discovery process. In summary, the results corroborate the evidence that the price discovery role of NYSE increased in 2009.
The trading intensity figures are in line with the price informativeness measures for these stocks.
Arca is the most important trading venue for Bradesco in every period, with the highest trading intensity participation. It does not present the highest trading participation for Gerdau in every period, but it increases considerably during the crises just as its information share does. Ambev's liquidity is relatively higher at the NYSE, and hence it is not surprising that information share is relatively higher there as well, especially for the first halves of 2008 and 2009. Arca also experiences a significant decrease in relative liquidity for BrTelecom in 2009 and, accordingly, the same happens with its information share. To conclude, it is important to stress that liquidity matters, but it is certainly not the only driver in the price discovery process. For instance, although noise traders bring liquidity to markets, they do not make prices more informative.
Conclusion
We perform a price discovery analysis for dual-class shares that trade on different markets. In particular, we focus on the common and preferred shares of Petrobras and Vale at the BM&FBovespa and their ADR counterparts at the NYSE. This leads to a system with 5 variables for Vale and 7 variables for Petrobras given that transactions at Arca are also observed for the latter. We gauge the contribution of each share class and market by means of Hasbrouck's (1995) information share measure. Unfortunately, the standard framework does not work well for large systems because the Cholesky decomposition imposes ex-ante restrictions on which share class and market leads the price discovery process. We thus estimate a unique spectral-based IS measure that rests on the order-invariant eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix of the reduced-form errors. This ensures that we remain agnostic about any lead-lag pattern in the price dynamics. Backing out unique price discovery measures is particularly important for high-dimensional price systems, such as spot and futures contracts with different maturities or dual-class shares in multiple markets. The usual fix of averaging the IS measure across all different price orderings may make the interpretation difficult and, sometimes, even ambiguous.
Examining both common and preferred shares allows us not only to gather more information about the fundamental value of the company, but also to analyze the dual-class premium and the role of the exchange rate. We find that the dual-class premium is a common factor governing the dynamics of the system only in normal times in that it becomes stationary in periods of financial distress. We also conclude that the foreign market is more important than the home market for the price discovery for both Petrobras and Vale. In fact, the IS estimates increase with the trade intensity of the corresponding price and hence the dominance of the NYSE. This pattern actually becomes more pronounced in the aftermath of the financial crisis with the BM&FBovespa losing much of its importance for Petrobras and Vale in this period. The prices of Petrobras' shares and their ADR counterparts
The first plot depicts share prices in Brazilian reais and ADR prices in US dollars, whereas the second chart displays all prices in US dollars. PETR3 and PETR4 correspond to common and preferred shares at the BM&FBovespa, respectively. Similarly, PBR and PBRa are the symbols for Petrobras' common and preferred ADRs, with extensions indicating the trading platform: N for NYSE and P for Arca. The horizontal axes present the number of observations. To guide visualization dashed lines delimit the 6-month trading period. Figure 2
The prices of Vale's shares and their ADR counterparts
The first plot depicts share prices in Brazilian reais and ADR prices in US dollars, whereas the second chart displays all prices in US dollars. VALE3 and VALE5 correspond to common and preferred shares at the BM&FBovespa, respectively. Similarly, RIO and RIOp are the symbols for Vale's common and preferred ADRs at the NYSE. The horizontal axes present the number of observations. To guide visualization dashed lines delimit the 6-month trading period. Table 1 Benefits of our methodology: high correlation
We report the mean estimates of the information shares using the spectral decomposition as well as using the MIS methodology proposed by Lien and Shrestha (2009) , with their standard errors within parentheses. All results rest on 1,000 samples of 10,0000 observations of model M3. The decomposed matrix used to generate the data is not symmetric, in order not to give advantage to our methodology. The first table has the results for scenario 1 where the decomposed matrix used is (1 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7; 0.8 1 0.9 0.8 0.7; 0.9 0.7 1 0.8 0.7; 0.9 0.8 0.7 1 0.7; 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.8 1), followed by scenario 2 with (1 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5; 0.6 1 0.7 0.6 0.5; 0.7 0.5 1 0.6 0.5; 0.7 0.6 0.5 1 0.5; 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 1). Table 2 Benefits of our methodology: low correlation
We report the mean estimates of the information shares using the spectral decomposition as well as using the MIS methodology proposed by Lien and Shrestha (2009) Table 3 Benefits of our methodology: empirical correlation
We report the mean estimates of the information shares using the spectral decomposition as well as using the MIS methodology proposed by Lien and Shrestha (2009), with their standard errors within parentheses. All results rest on 1,000 samples of 10,0000 observations of model M3. In scenario 5, the empirical covariance matrix is retrieved, and decomposed using the spectral methodology. The small differences between the theoretical value and the spectral estimates come from rounding effects (for instance 0.19 on position 24 of the theoretical value is actually 0.1852, whereas on the spectral estimate is 0.1849). Table 5 Sample sizes before and after discarding outliers
We filter out any price entry pi that does not conform to |pi −pi(k, 0.10)| < 3si(k) + 0.01, wherē pi(k, 0.10) and si(k) are respectively the 10%-trimmed sample mean and the sample standard deviation of a neighborhood of k observations around i. We fix k according to the trade intensity, ranging from 20 to 60 observations. The column 'trading platform' informs the market at which the asset trades, 'company' reports the name of the stock, 'class' reveals whether the share class is common (ON) or preferred (PN), and 'symbol' documents the asset symbol in the trading platform. We report the sample sizes (in millions) for both raw and clean data, i.e., respectively before and after excluding outliers (in thousands Table 7 P-values of the trace and maximum eigenvalue tests of cointegration rank
We report the p-values of the trace and maximum eigenvalue cointegration rank tests, with the lag structure that minimizes the Bayesian information criterion. We compute p-values using the compiled version of the computer program in MacKinnon, Haug, and Michelis (1999). We do not allow for deterministic trends. The first column inform the sampling frequency at which we perform the cointegration analysis. The third column presents the number of cointegrating vectors under the null hypothesis, where r stands for the rank of ξ0 = αβ matrix. We highlight in bold every p-value above 5% Table 8  Trading activity We report the number of trades (in millions) per trading venue for each period, as well as the participation share of each trading venue on the total trades of each stock share. For example, the participation of BM&FBovespa on the common share of Petrobras is computed as trades of PETR3 over the sum of trades of PETR3, PBR.N and PBR.P. Table 9 Information shares for Petrobras in 2008
We 0.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00 -0.04 Table 10 Information shares for Petrobras in 2009
We 0.01 -1.00 0.00 0.06 Table 11 Information shares for Petrobras June 2014 to February 2016
We report the IS estimates based on the spectral decomposition of the covariance matrix of the reduced-form errors, and their bootstrap-based standard errors. The subsample covers 291,751 observations from June 2014 to February 2016. BRLUSD refers to the exchange rate, PETR3 and PETR4 are the common and preferred shares of Petrobras at the BM&FBovespa, PBR and PBRa are the common and preferred ADRs of Petrobras. The extensions N and P are for NYSE and Arca, respectively. Estimates of the cointegrating vector are denoted as β (K×r) . The subscript highlights that the cointegrating vector estimates are reported as a (K × r) matrix, where K is the number of variables in the system and r stands for the number of cointegrating vectors.
In the next column, we report the p-values from the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, where no deterministic trend is allowed. The null hypothesis of the ADF test is that the variable contains a unit root. Finally, the last two columns report the p-values from the trace (Trace) and maximum eigenvalue (M.E.) cointegration rank tests. The p-values are computed using the compiled version of the computer program in MacKinnon, Haug, and Michelis (1999) . The optimal lag length is obtained as the one which minimizes the BIC criterion. The deterministic elements in the VEC are restricted such that no deterministic trends are allowed. The Null column presents the number of cointegrating vectors under the null hypothesis, where r stands for the rank of ξ0 = αβ matrix. (K×r) . The subscript highlights that the cointegrating vector estimates are reported as a (K × r) matrix, where K is the number of variables in the system and r stands for the number of cointegrating vectors. In the next column, we report the p-values from the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, where no deterministic trend is allowed. The null hypothesis of the ADF test is that the variable contains a unit root. Finally, the last two columns report the p-values from the trace (Trace) and maximum eigenvalue (M.E.) cointegration rank tests. The p-values are computed using the compiled version of the computer program in MacKinnon, Haug, and Michelis (1999) . The optimal lag length is obtained as the one which minimizes the BIC criterion. The deterministic elements in the VEC are restricted such that no deterministic trends are allowed. The Null column presents the number of cointegrating vectors under the null hypothesis, where r stands for the rank of ξ0 = αβ matrix.
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